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a new way to GO

The nori nori is a premium  
eco-mobility service with  
YAMAHA Motor E-VINO Electric 
Motorcycle.

International tourists are allowed to drive nori nori 
without the driving licence such as bicycle. nori nori 
includes accident insurance and hotline service for 
your convenience. Accident insurance information:
1. Third party liability (person) up to $5,000
2. Third party liability (property) up to $5,000
3. Driver liability (for death/permanently disable-

ment) up to $2,500

Tell us where you would like to go and what do you 
like to see. nori nori will make your day fulfilled with a 
tailor-made itinerary. For more information, visit us at 
www.norinori.asia 

Booking your riding: www.norinori.asia 
E-mail: info@asiangateway.co.jp

nori nori is produced by
AG Asian Gateway (Cambodia) Co., Ltd.
De Castle Royal, No. 34-36, St. 288 Sangkat Beung Keng Kong 
1, Khan Chamkarmorn, Phnom Penh Cambodi

Discover the 
magic of Angkor

www.norinori.asia

Officially endorsed by 
the Local Government 
of Siem Reap!

easy, safe and 
secure

Contemporaty Art 
and culture tour

shooting with   
photographers

For unforgettable 
journey and creating 
own story in Angkor

Supporting Khmer 
modern artists

nori nori and Mirage 
special tour

Art and photography 
gallery, workshop

Visit various art galler-
ies showcasing con-
temporary arts and liv-
ing cultures. Some even 
includes workshop at 
your leisure.

Enjoy true town ride ex-
perience surrounded by 
art and culture. It promis-
es to be an unforgettable 
day where it holds beauty 
polished by time.

inspiring space! Angkor photo workshop

Enjoy the true town ride experi-
ence of your life while being 
exposed to the arts and culture 
alive beyond the time. 

No need driving license 
including accident  
insurance

Art and culture  
workshop  

(Half day tour)

A
asiangateway
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Starting from the hotel in Siem Reap, begin exploring 
whenever and whereever you want, stop by at anywhere 
you found it attractive to take a photo souvenir. We call 
this style as “nori nori roundtrip”.

The Free Trial Riding will be organized twice a week (every Monday 
and Thursday) on complimentary basis. If you are planning to get a 
Angkor Pass for the following day, this is a great opportunity to save 
ride, and to experience eco-friendly electric scooter “nori nori”!

Enjoy a complimentary half day trial ride, safe 
and secure, lead by a Tuk Tuk.

nori nori, a premium Eco-Mobility service

Banteay Srei 
and Pre Rup tour

Sunrise Riding 
10$

free trial 
riding

A short introduction of Siem Reap, 
stop by the Angkor National Museum, 
and visit Angkor ticket booth.

Have you seen a sunrise at Angkor Wat yet? 
(Duration: around 4 hours)

It literary means “fortress of woman”. 
Once stepped into this charming 

temple, you will immediately feel why 
explorers fell in love with it.

Pre Rup is a Hindu temple built earlier 
than Angkor Wat, and one of the best 

place for sunset viewing. The beautiful 
carvings of lions are symbolic, enjoy the 

photogenic scenery. 

Banteay Srei Pre Rup

Witness the day-to-day village life and 
learn from the warm people from the 

local community.

Siem Reap Countryside

A fond scenery of the countryside 
and heatwarming community 
brings nostalgic feelings.

The tour will be led by Tuk Tuk 
with a charger and battery

See the beautiful details, and 
amazing whole picture of contrast 
on the site

GUIDED RIDING LED BY TUK TUK 
FOR COUPLE AND FAMILIY
It’s perfect choice! You are guided by a veteran driver, even 
if it is your first time to ride our “nori nori”.

Angkor Wat Sunrise
The mysterious and fantastic sunrise at 
Angkor surrounded by serenity.

Feel the live heartbeat of the earth

This early morning ride is led by Tuk Tuk, 
recommended for anyone wish to have a 
special experience.

Connected electric motorcycle

The onboard communication function 
constantly checks the battery and per-
form health check of the vehicle.

Supports better “safe and secure”

A quiet and comfortable environmental-
friendly vehicle with no vibration neither 
foul smell of gas emission.
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(Duration: around 4 hours)

DISCOVERY THE MAGIC 
OF ANGKOR


